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Abstract
We investigate the efficacy of <l recently proposed vectorization and concurrentiza-
tion senemc known as Program Unification. The technique entails a source-La-source
transformation of code designed for vector machines. As a pre-compilation technique,
unification is applicable to programs which satisfy two criteria, namely, poor vector-
izability and a need for repeated execution. In this study we present a set of ex-
perimental results on program unification in the stochastic simulation domain. The
intent is to demonstrate how a variety of simulation applications including discrete--
event simulations (e.g., queueing systems), Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., estimation of
multidimensional integrals), and statistical simulations (e.g., computing distributions of
statistics) lend themselves to unifying schemes with encouraging utilization and speedup
characteristics. All experiments reported here were conducted on an Alliant FXj8.
'This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, under grant No. ASC-9002225.
rSupported in part by Mathematical Sciences Section of Oak Ridge National La.boratory under contract
DE-AC05-840RzHOO wiLh "'larLin Marietta Energy Syslems, Inc.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, tlte l)foliferation of more easily accessible high performance computing sys-
tC'lllS has been accompanied by varied and imaginative efforts towards creating algorithms
lhat exploit the strengths of specific architectural characteristics of these computing sys-
tems. Issues ~oveTlling these efforts involve certain key notions including the ease of use,
eost of implementation, speedup to be had, and efficiency of a given algorithm on a given
architecture. This phenomenon is particularly noticeable in the compute-intensive applica-
tions in the physical sciences, where vector machines like the CRAY Y!MP, NEe, Alliant
FX, and SIMD machines like the CM-2 and MasPar aTe used as computational and mod-
eling tools. In this context an application domain of particular importance is stochastic
and numerical simulation, for example, Monte Carlo simulation [22,38, 39J. As computing
speeds continue to grow and processing costs continue to decrease, it is likely that large
scale scientific experiments based on simulatiOll will evolve into an important supporting
paradigm supplementing theory and experimentation [4J.
In this paper we are concerned with the class of.SIMD machines which utilize vector
instructions. In particular, we are interested in exploiting this vectorization feature for
executing a large class of simulation models, known as concuTTCnt slochastic simulations
[;tl], with enhanced machine utilization and speedup. The underlying basis for improved
performance is a technique known as Program Unification that was proposed and developed
earlier [2R, :nJ, though mainly in a theoretical view. The motivation for exploring the use
of this technique empirically is two-fold. First, there will always be a need for code that
works efficiently on VE'ctor multiprocessors and cost-effective mechanisms for obtaining such
code. Hence, one exploratory aspect of this work involves a search for heuristics which can
effect a beneficial program transformation. Given that the utility of program unification as
a transformation has been demonstrated theoretically Mathur90,RegoOct90, such heuristics
would be a valuable practical aid in automatin/1; the transformation. Second, because it is
generally easier to demonstrate a concept in a well-understood framework, we decided to
restrict ourselves to the manageable but rich and important class of applications known as
stochastic simulations [:l3J.
We define a stochastic simulation model to be concurrentizable if either independent or
dependent replications of the model can be executed concurrently. As a simple example in
the independent case, consider a simulated annealing model [1] operating on a domain D.
If the domain D can be partitioned into disjoint subdomains, say D" D2, ... ,DN, where
D = DtuD'lu ...UDN, replications of the same model can be made to execute independently
on independent processors or sets of processors with the intention of determining that
specific region Dk containing the global optimum. Observing that each subdomain is being
operated Oil independently, and in parallel, this kind of concurrency is aptly termed data
parallelism [15J.
Dependence between processors can be induced in the following manner. In looking
for the /1;lobal optimum in D, processors can be required to exchange information about
their domains, converge on the "best" subdomain Dj, subdivide it for data parallelism,
and then repeat the annealing algorithm on their respective subdivisions of domain Dj.
This algorithm would terminate either when a certain cost has been exceeded or when
the optimum has been found. In both the independent as well as the dependent case, the
replicated simulations execute concurrently. This concurrentizing strategy works equally
well for a variety of stochastic simulations, as can be seen in benchmarks presented here.
2
2 Related Work
A review of the literature suggests that there are currently two views of high-level paral-
lelism for simulation applications, each view based on a separate, archltecture-dependent
paradigm. In one view, the simulation application is tailored for execution on a vector
multiprocessor (such as the CRAY Y-MP), or a SIMD multiprocessor (such as the CM-2).
Here, major emphasis is placed on the machine's compiler or supporting software libraries
[OT ('nhanced performance. In the other view, the simulation application is mapped onto aLl
<LTbitrary multiprocessor, with concurrency given more emphasis than hardware vectoriza-
tion. This approach is not weU understood in the general sense, since it entails a mapping
of an arbitrary application to an arbitrary multiprocessor. Since model decomposition usu-
<Llly requires detailed application-dependent knowledge, there is an increasing amount of
attention being paid to techniques for efficient decomposition.
In both views, the analyst uses simulation as a modeling tool mainly because a purely
analytic solution is either unavailable or is computationally infeasible; and in both views,
the two most important criteria for assessing the performance of the simulation model
have traditionally been correctness and execution speed. In the recent past, however, the
combination of impl'ovPd machine accessibility and the complexities of newer and powerful
architectures with hundreds or thousands of independent or (Iepelldent processors have
brought another important performance criterion for simulation models to the analyst's
attC'ntion, namely, the ease of model development. It is increasingly likely that a researcher
who uses simulation as a modeling tool in sOllle particular area of interest will also take
the amount of lime and degree of effort involved in developing his or her models on a
particular architecture into account before finally choosing an underlying architecture as a
romputational workbench.
Simulation analysts tend to fall into either one of two broad categories: the Event-
oriented analysts and the Sample-oriented analysts. The Event-oriented analysts tend to
focus on discrete-event dynamic systems, using one of a variety of simulation techniques
such as event scheduling, process interaction or activity scanning [12J in their studies. For
example, performance analysts interested in computer network and computer system perfor-
mance [27J routinely construct queueing network simulation models using one or more of the
<tbove techniques as a mattf'T of course. The Sample-oriented analysts tend to focus on static
systems, being primarily interested in the rapid generation of independent samples from a
model dependent distribution. For example, a researcher in statistical pattern-recognition
['21] who is interested in the distribution of a particular statistic in multi-dimensional space
is interested in generating many samples in as short a time as possible, and in as effortless
a lUanner as possible. Another well-known class of sample-oriented methods is the class of
1'Ioute-Carlo methods [22J. The Sample-oriented view can be regarded as a more general
view of simulation since many discrete-event problems may be put in a sampling framework.
A good example of this is regenemtive simulation [8], where independent and identically dis-
tributed samples are constructed during the execution of a cliscrete-event model.
In the Sample-oriented view, the focus has traditionally been in the use of vector super-
computers to speed up the computation of primary estimates [S, 6, 3S). In essence, samples
or sample-paths (trajectory) are generated repeatedly through a stochastic mechanism; vec-
torization aids in speeding up the execution of vector instructions and loops. Because of
this, the technique is sometimes called vector simulation or stack simulation. The general
tendency is to expect the machine's compiler to do a significant amount of optimlzation,
thus relievin/'!; the analyst of programming details as long as he or she has attempted to
:l
follow simple rules such as. for example, in the exploitation of loops and independence. The
success of this approach can be seen in the proliferation of CRAY supercomputing sites,
and in the growing number of C!\'I sites in the country.
In the Event-oriented view, a simulated sample path develops stochastically as a se-
quence of discrete events from a finite set of event types [12]. Usin,e; one of a variety of
protocols, this sequence is carefully decomposed and made to execute on a multiprocessor
system so that speedups result. This approach is known as parallel discrete-event sim-
ulation, or distributed simulation [17]. vVhile the vector simulation view largely ignores
explicit use of multiprocessing power, except through loop·level scheduling, the parallel
discrete-event simulation view largely ignores vector supercomputing power. In an effort
to bridge tItis gap, Rego and Sunderam [32,37] experiment with the concurrent stochastic
simulation view, which encompasses both the event-oriented view and the sample-oriented
view. While the experiments reported in [32] involve only fast scalar machines, they are
just as appropriate for vpctor machines.
It is well known that Monte Carlo simulation pro,e;rams perform inefficiently on vector
proce$sors or vector multiprocessors, unless the code is specially tailored for use on these
machines [6,40]. A considerable alllount of effort has been expended in developing vector
code or enhancements for Monte Carlo simulations [5,6,38]. In the discrete-event simulation
,Lrea we are only aware of the effort by Chandak and Browne [7].
We are llOt aware of any tool that incorporates SOllle or all of these techniques and per-
forms an automatic transformation of the original Monte Carlo or discrete-event simulation
code into vectorizable Monte Carlo or discrete-event simulation code, respectively. There
is an apparent lack of a general methodology for obtaining improved performance through
speedup and efficiency for both Monte-Carlo and discrete-event simulations in an architec-
ture independent setting, particularly for vector/SIMD machines. Apart from a discussion
on the use of vector machines for discrete event simulations by Chandak and Browne (7]'
we are unaware of research addressing discrete event simulations on vector multiprocessors.
In the following section we present the program unification method through a series of
~xampl('s. In Section 3.1, we present a segment of code that can he used to estimate 1£.
To demonstrate the utility of uni1ication, Section 3.1 also contains an elaboration on how
this code segment can be unified to obtain the estimate more efficiently. Since an under-
standing of the method hinges on understanding speedup through vectorization, Section
:L1 introduces the notion of program block speedup with the aid of three different kinds
of program blocks and a useful quantity that we call the inverse block speedup coefficient
[;31]. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 contain parallel developments for a random walk problem, and a
queueing problem, respectively. We present some empirical results in Section 4, and a brief
conclusion in Section 5.
3 Unification: Its Application and Analysis
Program unification (:31] is a technique for source-to-source transformation of sequential
programs. A given sequential program P is transformed, at the source level, into another
program pi such that a single execution of pi generates the same results that are had by
executing P serially on anum ber of distinct data sets. More importantly, such transformed
programs often provide significant speedups on vector processors and vector multiprocessors
with little or no additional cost. In contrast to techniques that attempt to detect parallelism
within a program, unification exploits the natural parallelism that arises when multiple
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Figure I Estimation of 1r
instances of the same program aTe to be executed on simultaneously available data sets .
..\. necessary rondition for program unification to be useful is that the program under
ronsideration hf' inherently poorly vpctorizable. It is not difficult to find such applications in
COllllllon USP on vprtor machines. typically due to an analyst's dependence on the sheer speed
of machines like the CItAY Yji\'IP. ),Iany typicallvlonte Carlo or discrete-event simulation
pro,grams are known to contain SOllle of the. characteristics listed in I through .5 and thus
belon!=!; to this class of programs with ]loor vpctorizability [40J. Kuck [24J gives examples of
pro~rams that perform poorly on vpctor machines. In Section 4 we present benchmarks to
show that unification can he used to improve the performance of such programs on vector
\\lui ti processors.
The lise of proRram unification for stochastic simulation applications is best described
throup;h the use of examples. Below we present three examples. each of which uses a random
lIumhpr gE'nerator for the generation ofunifonn variates_ So as not to detract attention from
pxplanation of the unification technique we will assume the existence of a readily available
set of sequences of uuiform random numbers. That is, a real valued function RA!lOOM(SEEO)
takes as input a. floatinR point variable SEED and returns a random floating point number
in th~ interval (0.1). The variable SEED is chanRed in the process. Hence, given a seed
O(I). say 0(1) = 123'1567. the function RANDOH(D(I» may return the value 0.3164093 while
silllllitaneonsly ,hanging the value of the seed D(I) to some other number. say 6186239.
Wp will a.:isnme tIle existence of a set of seeds D(l). D(2), D(3) ... etc... which give rise to
independent sequences of random numbers. Such sequences are obtained through parallel
random number g;enerators . .-\ variety of techniques for generating independent random
nUIllUPTS efficiently in parallel are available in the literature (10, 18, 19.25].
3.1 Estimation of 1T
In this example we demonstrate how the unification method is used in estimating the value
of rr through parallel sampling. A simple method to estimate the value of 1T entails randomly
sampling; sOllie number of pairs of real numbers, say M. from the interval [-1.1]. An estimate
is then made of the fraction of pairs satisfying a specified property. It is important to note
that the number M of samples is fixed prior to execution, and two random variates are
required for the ,e;ene-ration of each sample. Suppose that the random vector (u(l),u(2))
is uniformly distributed in a square of area 4 centered at the origin, as shown in Figure 3.
Inscribed within the square shown in Figure 3 is a circle, with the origin as its centre. It
can be seen that
1. SUH=O
2. DOI00I=1,M
3. U(l) = RANDOH(D(1,2*I-1»
4. U(2) = RANDOH(D(l,2*I »
5. POINT = (2*U(1) - 1)**2 + (2*U(2) - 1)**2
6. IF (POINT .LE. 1) SUM = SUM + 1
7. 100 CONTINUE
8. AREA=SUM/H
9. PI_HAT = 4 * AREA
Figure 2a Nonunified code: Estimation of;r
P{(u( I), u(2)) i, in the 'i'de} P{u(I)'+u(2)' S I}
Area of circle 7l"
Area of square 4 (3.1 )
so that with the generation of a large number IV! of pairs (uj(I),'Uj(2)) of uniform random
variatps representing points falling within the square. one can obtain the set
AM = {j S MI(2u;(I) - I)' +(2u;(2) - I)' S I}
of points falling within the circle. From the law of large numbers [23J
(3.2)
(3.3)
suggesting that for sufficiently large M, f,- = 4IAM! is a reru:lonable estimator of 11". It can
be shown that ft is an unbiased estimator of 7i. A simple piece of code to estimate IT using
the above strategy is outlined in Figure 3.1.
Given that M samples are sufficient for estimating 7i to some acceptable degree of
statistical accuracy, the code segment in Figure 2a can be explained as follows. The loop
in Lines 2 through 7 generates these jVf samples by transforming the AI pairs of uniform
random variates { Uel). U(2) } from the interval (0,1) into M points inside a square of area
4, centered at the origin. A count is made of the number of such points falling within the
unit circle, c.entred at the origin. The fraction of points falling within the circle gives an
estimate of the area of the circle, relative to the area of the square; this estimate is made
at Line 8. Finally, the required estimate f,- is made at Line 9. This simple sampling scheme
works because each iteration of the loop in Lines 2 through 7 generates an instance of a
Bernoulli random variable with parameter 7i/4.
It is not difficult to see that there is little in this code that can be vectorized by the
smartest compiler. Except for statements :3 and 4, which can be executed concurrently,
the remaining code is strictly sequential. Since the key factor in obtaining the estimate in
Line 9 depends on Mindependent samples, one will readily see that it would make sense to
attE'mpt to ohtain a number N of such samples in parallel on a vector machine, where N is
either the vector size or some multiple of the vector size of the host machine. Assuming
that Mis divisible by N, the loop index will now only have to be MIN instead of M. Thus, in
order to enforce vee.torization and still obtain an equivalent estimate for 7i, we can resort to
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1. SUM=O
2. D050I=1,N
3. PSUM(J) = 0
4. 50 CONTINUE
5. D0200I=1,M/N
6. D0100J=1,N
7. U(l,J) = UNIFORM(D(J,2*I-l»
8. U(2,J) = UNIFORM(D(J,2*I »
9. POINT(J) = (2*U(1,J) - 1)**2 + (2*U(2.J) - 1)**2
10. IF (POINT(J) .LE. 1) PSUM(J) = PSUH(J) + 1
11. 100 CONTINUE
12. 200 CONTINUE
13. DO 300 J = 1, N
14. SUM = SUM + PSUM(J)
15. 300 CONTINUE
16. AREA = SUM I ( MIN)
17. PI_HAT = 4 * AREA
Figure 2b Unified code: Estimation of if
unifying Ninstances of the above program. Application of the unification algorithm [31] for
repeated sampling of N pairs of samples is done by the piece of code shown in Figure 2b.
The unified code in Figure 2b is explained as follows. Instead of generating a single
point at a time (as in Lines 2 through 7 of Figure 2a), the code in Lines 6 through 11 of
Figure 2b generates Nindependent points concurrently. The outer loop, at Line S, ensures
that this procedme is repeated so that a total of Mpoints is obtained. Because the unified
program consists of N independent program components, a total of N partial sums must
he available, initialized in Lines 2-4, and updated in Line 10. A grand sum is obtained in
Line 14, where all N components pool their counts into a single count, and this is used to
estimate ii at Line 17.
Block Speedup Coefficients
A reader familiar with vector multiprocessors will easily recognize the advantage of using
the code in Figure 2b for obtaining the required estimate of ii. For a reader less familiar
with the use of such machines, understanding why the code in Figure 2b gives speedup
over that in Figure 2a requires an appreciation of vector instruction execution [36]. Assume
the existence of a mask vector (array) Pvc ] of k elements, 1::; k ~ N, where N is a large
number, typically some multiple of the word size of the underlying vector machine. At
any given step in a unified program's execution sequence, PV[I] = TRUE for any program
component I belOllging to a currently active set of executing components, and PV[J] =
FALSE if component J is currently inactive, for If; J. The array Pvc ] is used to control the
distinct execution threads of a unified program with k components, allowing a component I
with PV[I] = TRUE to execute while a component J with PV[J] = FALSE remains idle until
such a time as the unified program's control sets PV[J] = TRUE. A detailed description of
the mask vector can be found in [31].
In order to demonstrate the notion of program block speedup, assume a mask vector
Pvc ] that remains fixed for the duration of a unified program's execution. For example
we may assume that PV [I] = FALSE if I is odd, and PV[I] = TRUE if I is even, for 1 ~
I ~ N, meaning that only those program components with even indices will remain active
throu,!?;hout the unified program's ('xecution. Correspondingly, all llrogram blocks with
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CVO$ NOVECTOR
CVO$ NOCONCUR
1. D0100I=1.N
2. A = B * C * I
3 100 CONTINUE
Figure 3a Nonunified block: Assignment with Multiplication
1. D0100I=1.N
2. IF ( PVC!) ) A(I) = B(I) * C(I) * I
3. 100 CONTINUE
Figure :3b Unified block: Assignment with Multiplication
odd indices will remain inactive throughout the unified program's execution. It should be
dear that masklng out instruction execution [or inactive blocks results in some inefficiency,
possibly countering the gains to be had through vectorization. Alternately, i[ PV[I] =
TRUE for each program component I in the unified program, the resulting code can be
expected to be more efficient. We will elaborate on this point shortly, when presenting
some benchmarks.
Define a progmm block to be a sequence of consecutive statements in which control flow
enters via the first statement and (eaves via the last without any possibility ofleaving at any
intermediate statement. Using this definition, a given program may always be partitioned
into a distinct number of such blocks [3]. For example, the code segments in Figure 2a and
Fi/!;ure :la are program blocks.
Consider the code shown in Figure ;3a depicting a simple program block in which a
variable A is obtained as a product of variables B, C, and 1. In order to reproduce the
effect of SOllle number, say N. of such multiplications, with possibly different values for the
three variables in each case, the multiplication is done within a loop. This code essentially
simulates the serial execution of a program block comprising the single statement at Line
2. Note that the compiler directives $NOVECTOR and $NOCONCUR are used to ensure inhibition
of vectorization and concurrentization. In concert with the use of scalar I, this is done to
remove any optimizations performed by a smart compiler which IIlay detect that A and B
are unused program constants. Any such optimization would defeat our ability to show that
unification yields speedup through improved vectorization and concllrrentization.
Next, consider the alternative arrangement shown in Figure 3b, where the simple se-
quential multiplication with assignment is performed as the multiplication of vectors B[ ],
C[ ], and a scalar I. While the code in Figure 3a represents the sequential execution of N,
pro~rams_ tlle rode in Figure ;3b represents the execution of an N-component unified pro-
gram. A single execution of the latter program yields all the results to be had by the N
serial executions of the former.
On a vector multiprocessor, compilation of the unified code in Figure 3b wiD allow
both vectorizatiou as well as concurrentization, while the sequential code in Figure 3a will
yield neither. Prior to execution of the loop in Figure 3b, the vector Pvc ] allows the
machine to set up a mask register. Each component I of Pvc ] satisfying PV[I] = TRUE
will he enabled in the mask register, while the others will be disabled. Regardless of the
8
CIlD$ NOVECTOR
CVO$ NOCONCUR
1. 00300I=1.N
2. X = Y * Z
3. W= X + Q + I
4. 300 CONTINUE
Figure 4a NODunified block: Chaining
1. 00300I=1.N
2. IF ( PV(I) ) THEN
3. X(I) = Y(I) * Z(1)
4. W(1) = X(I) * Q(1) + I
S. ENOIF
6. 300 CONTINUE
Figure 4b Unified block: Chaining
contents of vector Pvc ], the product in Line 2 of Figure 3b is computed in a vector pipe
for all pro!!;ram components, though the assignment to vector A[ ] is made only for those
components enabled in the mask register. At this stage it is natural to question the benefit
of performing the vector computation Figure 3b as opposed to the sequential computation
in Figure 3a.
Let Ts denote the average time required to execute the assignment statement in Line 2
of Figure :la, and let Tu(N) denote the average time required to execute the N-component
unified code segment in Lines 1 through 3 of Figure 3b. The inverse block speedup coefficient
o:z(N) for a given program block is defined [31] as
az(N) = Tu(N)
NT."
(3.4)
wh<>re tV is the number of of sequential executions of the assignment statement in Line 2 of
Figure :la, and Z = Assignment with j);[ulti,)lication is used to identify the particular block
under consideration. For reasonable values of N, 0 < o:z(N):::; 1, where smaller values of
o:z(N) imply more efficient use of vector pipes and hence improved speedup performance.
We define /'z(N) ::= l/az(N) to be the block speedup coefficient obtained through the N-
component unification of a given block Z. In Figure 3c can be seen a pile of three plots of
l'z(N) versus N for three different cases. For the graph on the bottom ofthe pile, PV[1] is
TRUE for all program components I. For the graph in the middle of the pile, PV [I] is TRUE
if I is odd; otherwise PV[1] is FALSE. For the graph on the top of the pile, PV[I] is not
used. The assignment is done for all N program components without using a mask vector,
as is done in Lines :3,7,8,9 etc. of Figure 2b. In Figure 3c, the graph at the top of the
pile exhibits largest block speedup. This is to be expected because Pvc ] 1s unused, and
the vectorization is at peak performance. Because of the coupled execution of the Alliant's
processors, speedup improves well with an increasing number of processors. The bottom
two graphs depict a less readily apparent phenomenon. Whether only half the mask vector
is true, (i.e., the graph in the middle), or the entire vector is true (Le., the graph at the
bottom). speedup remains roughly the same. This suggests that vectorization may work
9
CVD$ NOVECTOR
CVD$ NOCONCUR
1. D0400I=1,N
2. XCI) = Y(I) * 2(1) * I
3 400 CONTINUE
Figure 5a Nonunificd block: 1-0 Array Referencing
1. D0400I=1,N
2. IF ( PV(I) ) THEN
3. X(I,i) = Y(I,l) * 2(1,1) * I
4. ENDIF
5. 400 CONTINUE
Figure 51> Unified block: l-D Array Referencing
weU even when program paths diverge.
For completeness, we include code segments for two other kinds of program blocks and
corresponding plots of I(N) versus N for these. In Figures 4a and 4b are shown non-
unified and unified code segments, respectively, for a program block using chaining, with
corresponding speedup coefficient plots in Figure 4c. In Figures Sa and 5b are shown non-
unified and unified code segments, respectively, for a program block using one-dimensional
array references, with corresponding speedup plots shown in Figure 5c. Though the program
blocks are different, the graphs in Figures 4c and Sc exhibit the same behaviour as those
in Figure 3c, giving more evidence to suggest that program path divergence need not be
detrimental to a vector machine's performance.
Speedup for Estimation of 1£
Let tA denote the average time required to execute an assignment statement including
pither a condition or some computation, as in Lines 6 or 8 of Figure 2a. Also, let tR
denote the amount of time required for the generation of a uniform variate, <IS in Lines
3 or 4. The average time required for executing the code code in Figure 2a is given by
Ts(rr) = 2M(IR + tAl + alA.
Ohserve that N serial executions of an instruction that takes 1time unit to execute would
require a total of N units when executed in nonunified mode. Using Eq. (3.4), if o:(N) is
the inverse block speedup coefficient for this instruction when executed in unified mode, the
time required for unified execution becomes NQ.(N). Using this reasoning, the average time
required by the unified code in Figure 2b is given by Tu(tr) = 2Mo:(N)C+ (2N a(N) +3)tA
where C = tR + tA, and a(N) is the inverse block speedup coefficient of the block in Lines
2 through 5 of Figure 2a. Speedup given by the unified code is expressed as
2MC + 31A
2Ma(N)C + (2N a(N) +3)IA
MC
a(N)[MC + N]
10
(3.5)
(3.6)
Recall that N is fixed, and is typically equal to the vector size or a smail multiple of the
vector size of the host machine. In stochastic simulations, the sample size lv1 is generally
a fairly large number, especially when sample variances are large and reasonable statistical
accuracy is required of the final estimate. For sufficiently large 1\11, we obtain
I
S(K) '" -(- = "(N)
IT N)
imvlying that in the absence of archltecture related overheads due to cache size, resource
contention. etc, speedup is ronghly equal to block speedup, in the absence of a partition
vector. Unified programs without partition vectors are possible only if there is no scope
for data-dependent program path divergence; this makes such applications rather special.
In the next two sections we will see that using a partion vector will increase the range of
applications. but may also decrease potential speedup.
3.2 A General Random Walk
Consider the situation where J'V! is determined at run-time, instead of being; fixed prior to
program execution. Simply put, this means that sampling continues until some prescribed
statical accuracy is met by the estimate; the prescription is available prior to execution, but
M is determined via this prescription and the particular trajectory taken by the simulation
(which depends on the random deviates generated) only during program execution. Thus
lv1 is the total number of samples generated when the simulation terminates.
Let {Wj;]:;::: O} be a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random
variables with
P{Wj:::: i}:::: a,. (3.7)
for i :::: O. ±l, ±2.... and all ] 2:: O. Note that {ail i :::: 0, ±1, ±2, ...} is a given sequence of
probabilities whose sum is unity. Define the partial sum
S" = { "<""",OW.
L..,]:=;1 ]
n::::O
n>O (3.8)
and observe that {.5'"j n 2:: O} is a Markov chain describing a general random walk [23J with
transition probability matrix P :::: [Pi,jl, where
for all i,j
states, or
2:: O. Given
{ OJ < iPi,; = J' <: iaj_i •
Wo :::: 0, let HL be the (random) hitting time
HL :::: min{n 2:: 0IWo :::: 0, IW"I ~ L}
"
(3.9)
to certain boundary
(3.10)
describing the number of steps required by the random walk to move above state +L or
below state - L. Suppose that we are interested in obtaining certain characteristics of
the random variable HL, such as for example, the expected hitting time E[HL]' In order
to obtain an estimate if of E[HL] we must simulate a sufficiently large number M of
independent random walks each of which gives us a realization of the random variable HL;
the estimate h is obtained by averaging these realizations.
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1. H = 0
2. M = 0
3. 100 CONTINUE
4. CURRENT = 0
5. NSTEPS = 0
6. 200 CONTINUE
7. NEXT = GETNEXTSTATE(CURRENT)
8. CURRENT = NEXT
9. NSTEPS = NSTEPS + 1
10. IF ( ABS(CURRENT) .LE. L ) GOTO 200
11. H = H + NSTEPS
12. M = H + 1
13. H_HAT = HIM
14. IF ( NOT (SUFFICIENT(H_HAT)) ) GOTO 100
Figure 6a Nonunified block: Random Walk
C;iven an arbitrary discrete probability density {aj;j ~ O}, there are several ways of
generating random variates from this density. One convenient mechanism for doing this is
the alias method (;H] which makes lise of the fact that a k-point discrete density can be
represented as an equally weighted mixture of (k - 1) distinct two-point densities. Thus,
with some preprocessing, 0111'. obtains the mixture representation of the given input discrete
density function; random variates from the input density function are then had by generating
only two uniform variates - the first used to determine the index of the two-point density
in the equally weighted mixture representation, and the second used to select one of the
components of the indexed two-point density.
A single realization of the random walk is obtained by initially placing the walker in
State O. The state occupied by the walker at the current time is called the current state.
The :;tate to be visited next by the walker is caUed the next state. Given that the current
state is State 0 initially, the simulation program must generate the next state of the walker,
update the currC'llt state to that next state, and repeat tlLis generation/update procedure
until either onl? of the two boundaries is crossed. We will assume that an integer function
GETNEXTSTATE(CURRENT) is available to generate a next state when called with a current state
as input. Also, a boolean function SUFFICIENT(H..HAT) utilizes a user-defined prescription
to decide if the present estimate fI achieves a given statistical accuracy. It is important
to note that though this is not made explicit, the function SUFFICIENT(H..HAT) lllay utilize
other information, such as the variance of the estimator, in the computation of the value it
returns. A code segment which can be used to estimate E[HL] is shown in Figure 6a.
Instead of ,e;enerating a single rC!alization of the random variable IfL at a time, we can
take the approach used in the unified estimation of 'IT and generate N random walks in
parallel. Thus, each program component I will start in initial State 0 and, in general, will
move to a distinct next state which depends only on 1. It follows that the entire trajectory of
a random walk taken by component I will depend only on I and will, in general, be different
from a trajectory of component J, for I f:. J. Nevertheless, the N program components will
generate N independent random walks which move from distinct current states to distinct
next states in unison, and vector instructions can be used to efficiently generate these moves.
A simple scheme for unifying the random walk code is shown in Figure 6b. Since N
random walks are generated concurrently, the variables current, next, and nsteps are now
N -element vectors. We replace the integer function GETNEXTSTATE(CURRENT) by a procedure
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1. H = 0
2. M = 0
3. 100 CONTINUE
4. DO 200 I = 1, N
5. CURRENT(I) = 0
6. NSTEPS(I) = 0
7. 200 conTINUE
B. VECTOR_GETNEXTSTATE(N,CURRENT,NSTEPS)
9. DO 300 I = l,N
10 H = H + HSTEPS(I)
11. 300 CONTINUE
12. M = M + 1
13. H_HAT = H/(H*N)
14. IF ( NOT (SUFFICIENT(H_HAT)) ) GOTO 100
Figure Gb Unified block: Random Walk
VECrOR_GETNEXTSTATE(N, CURRENT, NSTEPS) which takes as input the variable N, and vectors
CURRENT[ J and NSTEPS[ J. Only when aU N components have obtained their realizations
of HL will control return from the procedure to the calling program, at Line 9 of Figure
6b. Following this. an ('stimate is made by pooling together and averaging the cumulative
realizations of all program components.
Since the random walks generated by some components will yield their realizations of HL
earlier than other components, the unified execution of the N random walks will continue
until all program components have generated their realizations. As pointed out earlier
(e.g., Fig 3b), the partion vector PVC ] can be used to exclude components whose walks
have already terminated from a vector computation. Naturally, a question of efficiency
now arises. If all components terminate with roughly the same number of steps for their
realizations [h, little vector underutilization due to masking results. On the other hand,
if all but a single component have terminated, and the last component takes a long while
to generate its realization of H L, significant underutilization results.
Speedup is obtained for the unified random walk if the variance of IlL is not large -
50 that components finish within a reasonably small number of steps of one another inside
routine VECTOR_GETNEXTSTATE( ). Speedup also depends on the manner in which estimation
is l>eing done; for example, the unified code in Figure 6b constructs an estimate if of H L
by using an f'qual number of samples (realizations) from each component to avoid sampling
bias (20, ;32]. As a result, the run-time of the unified simulation will depend on the run-time
of the component which takes the largest amount of time to complete all its sampling, where
this time is a function only of the particular trajectory tills component happens to generate.
Variations of this sampling strategy will yield improved speedup if they aTe not affected by
asymmetry in termination times for the unified components [20].
Speedup for Estimation of ilL
Let t.4. and tR be defined as before. We will assume that in the non-unified code shown in
Figure 6a, control passes through the statement at Line 3 a total of I{s times, so that a
total of J(s samples are constructed. The average time required by Lines 1 and 2 is 2iA.
Recalling that two uniform random variates are generated each time Line 7 is executed, the
average time required by Lines 7 through 10 is [2tR + 3tA]' Clearly, control passes through
the statement at Line 6 an average of E[HL] times. Finally, Lines 4-.5, and 11-14 contribute
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an average of 6tA units towards run-time. Thus. the average time required by the entire
non-unified code segment in Figure 6a is
(3.11)
time units_ It is now left to determine the average time required by the unified code in
Figure 6b.
Assume that control passes through the statement at line 3 of Figure 6b a total of [(u
times. Given that each pass through the unified code yields N independent samples, a total
of N J(u samples is obtained upon termination. Because the prescription for termination is
the same in both cases and the samples being computed are independent, it follows that
[(s c:::: N [(u. Because samples are now had in parallel, various schemes for reduction of
variance [26, 41] can be utilized to ensure that f{u < [(siN.
Recall that rrocedure VECTOR_GETNEXTSTATEO in Line 8 of Figure 6b simulates a total of
N random walks in parallel, returning control to the calling program only when all walks
have terminated. Let HI, Hz, H:h ... , HN be i.i.d random variables with the same law as
H [.. The number of iterations performed within procedure VECTOR_GETNEXTSTATEO is given
by
(3.12)
so that this procedure contributes au average of 2E[HL -]Nave N)tR time units towards run-
time, where ave N) is the inverse block speedup coefficient of the code in VECTOR_GETHEXTSTATE().
In Figure 6b, the code in Lines 1-2 require 2tA time units. Following the reasoning used in
the. llnified speedup estimation for '1r, each iteration of the code in Lines 5-6 and 10 require
a total of ;3NaQ(N)tA time units, where aQ(N) is the inverse block speedup coefficient for
a block consisting of Lines .5,6, and 10. On each of the J(u passes through the unified code,
Lines 12-14 contribute a total of 3tA time units. Therefore, the average time required by
the unified code is given by
(3.13)
Ilsin,e; which we may now compute speedup. Since 6J(stA > ;H(UtA, the speedup ratio can
he simplified and e.xpressed as
>
KuNa(N)(3tA +2EIHL"]tR)
N EIHLi(3tA +2tR)
Na(N)(3tA + 2EIHL"]tR)
1 EIHL]
a(N)" EIHL"] (3.14)
where n(N) is a weigllted average of the quantities nv(N) and D:Q(N). From Eq. (3.14) it
becomes very clear that there is good potential for speedup as long as E[HL] is reasonably
close to E[HL -]. Alternatively, speedup exceeds unity if the product of the block speedup
coefficient and the expected N -maximum order-statistic for the random walk is less than
the expected number of steps required by the random wallc For a large class of transition
probability matrices it can be shown [30] that
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which, when combined with Eq. (3.14) gives
(3.15)
(3.16)• CS(HL) > a(N)logN
for some constant C. If C > 1, then the amount of speedup clearly depends on how fast
0:( N) falls ill relation to the /!;rowth of log N. Obtaininl?; a value for C without an explicit
consideration of the transition probability matrix P is a difficult proposition. Indeed, this
motivates the experiments conclucted in Section 4.
3.3 Discrete event simulation: A Queueing System
.Consider a single server queueing; system with general independent arrivals and general
independent service times (i.e., a GIIGI/l queue). An event-scheduling based simulation
of such a system, intended to yield some performance related characteristic of the queue such
M mean queue length or mean queueing delay etc., is essentially made up of two kinds of
events - arrival events (A-events) and end-of-service events (E-events). Instead of outlining
the code for the queueing simulation, as was done in the previous examples, the flow of
(Dntrol for a non-unified simulation of a single server queue utilizing the event-scheduling
paradigm is shown in Figure 7a. Program block A contains code that processes an arrival
event, and program block E contains code that processes an end-of-service event.
In this queueing system, an event is represented by a two-tuple containing its type (i.e.,
A or E) and its time of occurrence. A data structure called a priority queue [2] is used to
store a list of pending events while the simulation is in progress. The simulation is initiated
in block I with an arrival event (A, td stored in the priority queue, and with a variable
called clock initialized to zero. Control then pMses to block G in which the priority queue
1.\
is accessed to obtain the event with highest priority. To maintain causatity, an event (., t,-)
is said to have a higher priority than an event (.,tj) if tj > tj ; we assume that ties are
broken arbitrarily. If the tuple retrieved from the priority queue is (C,t), then event C
is said to occur at time t. Hence the clock is updated by assigning it the value t, and
appropriate processing for the event C begins, where C is one o[ either A or E. Assuming
a queueing system operating at steady-state, let f3 denote the probability that program
conLrol branches off to block Ai correspondingly, (1 - f3) is the probability that program
control branches off to block E. That is, f3 is the steady-state probability that the highest
priority event retrieved from the event queue is an arrival event.
It is known that for a system operating at steady state (assuming the queueing system
is stable), the ave.rage number of arriving cllstomers is equal to the average number of
departing customers, so that lJ :::: 1/2. Consider, [or example, the situation when the
customer arrival process is Poisson with rate>. > 0 and the customer service times are
illdepelHlent exponentially distributed random variables with mean lip,. Using {A} and
{E} to denote the events corresponding to program control reaching blocks A and E,
respectively, the behavior of the simulation program over the space {A, E} can be described
by a Markov chain {.l("ill 2. OJ. Since the simulation must begin with a pre-scheduled
arrival evenl (which occurs in initialization block I), the first branch from block G is made
to block A so that Xo :::: A. The probability that the next branch from block G takes the
model to block A (Le., event {Xl:::: A} occurs) is given by
P(X1 = AIXo = A) = P(I < 8) (3.17)
where I and S are exponentially distributed random variables with mean 1/>. and 1/J.t,
respectively. It follows that
P(X1 = AIXo = A) = fooo ~e-""dy - fooo ~e-(>+")"dy = X~ ~ (3.18)
and P(Xn+! :::: AIXn :::: A):::: >./()., + /-l) for all n 2. 0, by using the fact that service times
are llwlTlorylcss. On the other hand, given that XII :::: B for any n, the event {XII+! :::: B}
will occur only i[ the queue is not empty and the service time of the first customer in
the queue is less than the interarrival time of the next arrivinl'!; cILstomer. Once again,
exploiting the memoryless property of customer interarrival times, and the fact that the
event corresponding to a nonempty queue at time n is independent of event {Xn :::: B}, we
arrive at
P(Xn +1 = BIX.. = B) p. P(8 < I)
pl1 - P(I S 8)J
!: .(_~) - _A
~ 1.+1' - A+~ (3.19)
for all n, so that the transition probability matrix for the chain {Xni n 2. O} is given by
p=
A
A (X~~
E xt~
E
Xt~)
X+"Ii
(3.20)
Observin.e; that P is doubly stochastic, one readily concludes that
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iJ = lim P{X" = A} = I - Jim PIX" = E} = !-
It-oo n .....oo :2 (3.21)
Using t(Z) to denote the average time required by the model to execute a given block
Z each time it is entered, the averag-e time Ts(N) required to sequentially execute the
G I /GJ /1 simulation model a total of N times, each time for a different value of>. and JL is
given by
Ts(N) = Nt(I) +{t(G) + t(S) + teA) + t(E)} f, mj
2 j=l
tA + tE
= Nt(I) + Nt", ItG + ts + 2 ] (3.22)
where 1nj is the number of times that the jth execution of the model moves from block G
to block S prior to termination, and ift is the average aCIoap counts in} through mN. For
a ~ivetl block Z, the qualltity tz denotes the propo1'tion of time required to execute block Z
once, relativp. to the the time t, where
t = t(G) + t(A) + t(E) + t(S) (3.23)
is the average amount of time required to execute each block in the loop from G to S once.
In applying; the unification algorithm [31], N instances of the program are made to
eXecute in unison. In case it is required to execute the original model on parameters (Aj,
/1-j), for 1 ::; j ::; N, it should be clear that a single unified program can serve to execute all
N models in paratlel. On the other hand, if it is required to execute the original model on
a single parameter set (A,/1-), the unified version will simulate N sample paths of the same
stochastic process in parallel and combine the results. It is only left to be seen if in both
these cases the unified program will yield enhanced performance in machine utilization and
speedup.
In executing; all N models together, the resulting code now vectorizes, as depicted in
Figure 7b. Give-n that n models, 0 < n ::; N, continue to execute within the unified
program at a given time instant, with the rest already having terminated execution, the
vector program must loop from block G to S repeatedly, until the model count n decreases
to zero and the vector program terminates. Let m = max{ml, 1n2, ... , mN} denote the
maximum number of times that any component of the unified program loops from block G
to S prior to termination. Using Tu(N) to denote tIle time required by the unified program
to complete execution,
Tu(N) = N IaI(N)t(I)+ mlaG( N)t(G) +aA( N)t(A) +aE( N)t(E) +as(N)t(S)]} (3.24)
where cr.z(N) is the inverse block speedup coefficient for a given block Z. For m large, Eq.
(3.24) can be written as
Tu(N) NmladN)t(G) + aA(N)t(A) + aE(N)t(E) +as(N)t(S)]
= NmtlaG(N)tG +aA(N)tA +aE(N)tE + as(N)ts]
N m t a(N) (3.25)
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Figure 7b Unified GI/GIjl control-flow
where n(N) is the (weighted) average inverse block speedup coefficient for blocks G through
S. It follows that speedup is given by
SeN) Ts(N)Tu(N)
N ['(I) + t1nCti
mto«N) (3.26)
where 0 < C1 :::: (G + ts + t(tA + tEl < 1. Thus we obtain,
"(N) ~ C' ,n 1
" -, m . o«N) (3.27)
suggesting that speedup is largely determined by 1n, m and a(N}. If ?nt, 1n2, ... , mN are
discrete random variables, it can be shown that under fairly general conditions [30]
~-~N Elm] - logN (3.28)
for large N, with E[m] = E[max{ml,1n2""lmN}] and C2 > 1. Hence, it follows that for
some constant C > 0,
SeN) ~ C ( )-~N)~N 3~
implying that as long as 0:( N) falls faster than log N can grow, up to some threshold value
of N for the vector multiprocessor, speedup will exceed unity. Once again, determining
general conditions under which C > 1 is difficult without empirical work.
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4 Empirical Results
In th.is section we present empirical results for four different applications of unified stochastic
simulation. The experiments were performed on an eight-processor Alliant FXj8 at Argonne
National Laboratory. We give a brief description of each simulation, and speedup results
for the problem. Each experiment consists of a dozen runs of an N-component unified
pro~ralIl, where N = 1,5, 10,20,30,40,50,100,200,300,400,500. Observe that even the
case N = 1 represents a unified instance, since a unified program is designed to handle a
variable number of unified instances, thus causing some execution overhead when N = 1.
Also, experiments aTe repeated under different conditions, as will be made clear in the
Following discussion. In each case, the simulation terminates with a confidence interval for
the €'stimate, based on a Student-t distribution, and a prescribed precision (i.e., ratio of the
half-width of the confidence interval relative to the estimate) [26].
Let Tu( N) denote the amount of time required to execute an N -component Illtified
simulation which terminates only when some prescribed statistical accuracy is obtained for
the simulation estimate. In each of the following simulations, we first compute Tu(N) for
the different values of N mentioned above. For each value of N, we make careful use of
random number seeds to execute the original (non-unified) simulation code in a consistent
mantlN. That is. each of the N sequential executions is made to take the same trajectory as
its C-Ollnterpart in the unified code. lt is possible to ensure this consistency in most instances,
though it is not strictly necessary. One coulcl argue that the simulation results given by a
unified program would be statistically correct even if this consistency were not preserved.
Using Ts(N) to denote the execution time of the sequential version, speedup is computed
as the ratio ,,(N) =-Tu(N)jTs(N), regardless of the number of vector processors involved
in the computation. It is important to note that though the Alliant FXj8 provides eight
processors, it is not possible to utilize these in MIMD mode. That is, th eight processors
operate in coupled fashion, and it is not possible to program the processors to work on
different pieces of code. Applications which do not vectorize perform poorly on such vector
multiprocessors because they cannot make use of more than one processor. Indeed, poor
vectorization makes for inefficient lise of even this single processor.
Single-server queueing system
Using the unification scheme outlined in the previous section, we simulated the single-server
queue both sequentially, and using nnlJication. Note that in the absence of the unification
idea, an analyst interested in computing some model dependent characteristic, such as mean
queue-size versus traffic intensity p (p = )..j/-L) will have to make repeated runs, for different
values of the control variable p, where 0 < p < 1. Through unification, the entire set
of values used for p can be input to the model simultaneously, and the result is typically
available to the analyst sooner than through sequential execution.
In Figure 8 can be seen a set of four speedup curves, where the legends represent sitn-
lllations done using the 7·cgeneratille method [8J and the balch-means method [26]. In each
case, the mean-queue length is estimated through a 99% confidence interval, with precision
0.15. The speedup speedup results obtained in all four experiments are encouraging. While
related experiments [32] suggest to us that the regenerative method will generally outper-
form the batch-means method in concurrent simulations where regenerative cycles have low
or moderate variability, the relationship between the speedup curves obtained here for the
two methods are unclear. In both cases, rotation sampling was used in the unified code
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to induce correlations and reduce variability. Under unification, both methods yield good
speedups even when a single processor is used.
Dijkstra's self-stabilization algorithm
A good example of an algorithm in a distributed setting is the self-stabilization algorithm
proposed by Dijkstra [9]. When loosely coupled processors cooperate by exchanging mes-
sa~es with one another, processors are capable of taking the system into an erroneous state.
One of a number of algorithms proposed by Dijkstra is the [(-state algorithm, which takes
a system of processors from an erroneous state back into an error-free state.
Dijkstra's algorithm can very briefly be outlined as follows. Assume that M proces-
sors are arranged in a unidirectional ring, with processors capable of receiving from their
clockwise neighbours. In.itially, each processor possesses an arbitrary integer label from the
set {l, 2, .. " J(}, where J( > M. Given a specific boolean function B(L(i), L(j)) where
j = i mod M + 1, and L(i) defines the label of processor i, we say that processor i is
in troubLe if the function evaluates to true. The system is said to be in an erroneous state if
one or more processors is in trouble. The J(-state algorithm allows each troubled processor
i to asynchronously obtain label information L(j) from its clockwise neighbour j with the
intention offorcing B(L(i), L(j)) to become false, thereby ridding itseliofits trouble. In so
doing, it may cause its downstream neighbour to acquire a troubled status. By progressing
through a sequence of such label acquiring actions by processors, the [(-state algorithm
ultimately brings the system into an error-free state. What is of interest to the analyst is
the average execution time of the algorithm, as a function of M and 1(.
In this experiment, we execute Dijkstra's algorithm on a ring of M = 100 processors,
with J( = 200. Each run of the algorithm comprises two separate phases. A setup phase is
initiated in which processors are assigned labels in such a way that initially 50 processors
out of M are in a troubled state. Next, the execution phase that actually simulates the
[(-state algorithm is initiated. The entire run yields one sample path of the stochastic
process that we are interested in studying. The runs are repeated so as to obtain a 99%
confidence interval with a precision of 0.15. The speedup plot for this experiment can be
seen in Figure 9.
Unlike the previous experiment, the components of the unified program in this experi-
lllent pool their results together during program execution in order to combine results across
the components. The situation where each of the components in the unified program uti-
lizes the same data (i.e., the same initial configuration of troubled processors) is indicated
in Figure 9 by the legend I, i.e., for identical initial configurations. The corresponding
situation for different initial configurations on different components is indicated by D. The
legend S indicates that simple sampling is performedj the legend R indicates that rotation
sampling is used to induce correlations across components, and the legend C indicates that
common random numbers are used on each program component. The latter technique is
another device commonly used for variance reduction and perturbation analysis. Though
speedup is positive, program path divergence is sufficiently large to keep speedup low.
Belief Networks
Belief networks are structures that are known to be useful for representing uncertain knowl-
edge in a reasonably coherent, probabilistic form. A Bayesian belief network is defined [29]
to be a directed acyclic graph in which nodes represent variables, links exhibit direct causal
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Figure lOa Bayesian belief network
infiuences between linked variables, and forward conditional probabilities contain informa-
tion summarizin!!; the strengths of these influences. Each node variable in a given network
is initially either instantiated (i.e., fixed at some value), in which case it corresponds to
some observed evidence concerning that variable, or it is left uninstantiated, in which case
it is one of the variables responsible for information uncertainty. Thus under uncertainty,
the variables represented by uninstantiated nodes are random variables. A primary goal of
inference in Bayesian networks is obtaining posterior distributions of some or all random
variables in the network, given certain priors and conditional probabilities.
Following Pearl (29], sequential stochastic simulation of a belief network can be de-
scribed with the aid of an example borrowed from Spiegelhalter [35]. Consider the Bayes'
network shown in Figure lOa, along with its link matrix [29] of unconditional and condi·
tional probabilities for each node variable. Given the information in this figure, it is of
interest to determine the pO$ter10r probabilities of binary random variables from the set
S = {A, B, C} of all uninstantiated variables. Observe that D and E are instantiated
variables, with D = 0 and E = 1.
Pearl's sequential algorithm, which is detailed in [29], is briefly outlined below. The
algorithm proceeds through a sequence of simulation cycles, with Xn denoting the random
variable representing node X in the n-th cycle. So in the case of Figure lOa, given some
arbitrary initial state ao, bOl and Co, where lower case letters are used to denote actual
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values of the corresponding random variables, cycle n yields the set {A", B." C'I} of random
variables, for n 2. 1.
Pearl's sequential algorithm is:
1. Select a variable Y E 5 whose posterior distribution is to be estimated.
Put each variable X E 5 in an arbitrary initial state xo.
Set n -(- O.
2. Repeat
n-(-n+l
For each variable X E 5,
2a. Compute the distribution of Xn conditioned on the cnrrent state of each of its
neighbors.
2b. Sample from this conditional distribution to obtain a realization X n of Xn, and
put XII in the state X'I'
2c. If X is the variable Y of interest, update the estimate P(Y) for P(Y).
until (P(Y)) converges to a desired statistical accuracy)
Observe that starting from an arbitrary initial state for each of the random variables,
the sequence of cycles represents a stochastic process which eventually reaches equilibrium.
This means that the sequence {(An, Bn, Cn); n 2. O} can be considered a strictly stationary
stochastic process, for sufficiently large n. This follows readily from the finiteness of the
state space and the time independence of the transition probabilities in the link matrix of
each random variable.
As in the previous experiments, this simulation was executed in unified mode. In Figure
lOb is shown a set of four speedup results for six and eight processors. The required estimate
was constructed by averaging; passage times (Le., times between returns to a given state)
in the network. The simulation terminated with a 99% confidence interval with precision
0.1. Rotation sampling was used to induce correlation across the components of the unified
program. Each component was made to work on different data by varying peA) across
components. The legend S (same) indicates a consistent experiment, i.e., the unified code
was made to yield exactly the same results as the nonunified code. In contrast, the legend
D (different) indicates an experiment where only statistical accuracy is required. That is,
in the latter case the unified code terminates when a statistically correct result is obtained,
though its precise value is different from that given by the nonunified code.
The results in Figure IDe show speedup obtained by varying the number of vector pro-
cessors from one through eight. In this experiment, the required estimate was constructed
by counting the number of times node A was found in state 1 relative to the total number of
times it was visited, i.e., a freqnency count. It is interesting to observe that speedups higher
than five are obtained through program unification on a single processor. As in the previous
case, the different components of the unified program were made to work on different data,
but the experiment was consistent.
The results in Figure lOd show a less glamorous picture. In this case, the unified code is
made to yield statistically correct results, though not identical to results of the nonunified
code. Unlike the previous cases, all components of the unified program now work on the
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(4.1 )
(4.2)
same data, though initialized with different random number seeds to ensure that they take
independent trajectories. However, the main reson that results are pessimistic is the use of a
particular statistic combining strategy that we use to eliminate statistical bias. Heidelberger
[20J shows that combining samples across samplers by taking an equal number of samples
from each sampler is one way to eliminate order-statistic related bias. In this experiment,
the combining TOutine introduces a relatively high overhead by making those components
that have already computed a sample wait for others to complete. We expect that other
statistic-combining methods will alleviate this problem to some extent. Observe that tills
is not a symptom of the unification scheme, but rather due to problems of bias elimination.
Multi-dimensional Integral Estimation
The computation of integrals in higher dimensions generally requires a tremendous amount
of calculation. Monte Carlo methods are known [14J to be more efficient than analytical
techniques when the number of dlmensions is beyond seven.
A classical Monte Carlo technique for estimating multidimensional integrals is the sample-
mean method. For ease of explanation, we assume the function hex) to be integrated is
bounded and non-negative over domain Rh of vector x in a (d - 1) dimensional space. In
order to estimate
1= j, h(x)dx
R,
we begin by choosing a density function f(x) defined over Rh. Then I can be expressed as
j, [h(xl] [h(Xl]1= R, j(x) j(x)dx = E j(X)
where X is a random vector whose density is f(·), and E[·] denotes expectation.
A sampling process selects a certain number n of points {x(j); 1 :'S j :'S n} randomly
from R,,, according to the density I(·). An estimate i of I is thus obtained as the sample
mean of n observations of h(.), where
• 1
1= -
n
"L::
j=l
h(xU))
j(xU)l (4.3)
In this experiment we constructed an estimate of a multi-dimensional integral of an
exponential in the positive quadrant. The performance results for this experiment are
shown in Figure 11 for one, four, and eight vector processors. The estimate of the integral
is computed using a 99% confidence interval with precision of 0.05.
The legend "Indep" indicates that components of the unified program sample indepen-
dently of one another, though rotation sampling is used across components. Each component
of the unified program is made to work on different data, and hence the multidimensional
integral is computed for several parameter sets (i.e., each component works on one param-
eter set) simultaneously. The unified code returns statistically correct results, though not
identical to the results given by the nonunified code.
The legend "Comb" indicates that a statistic-combining strategy (i.e., same as that used
in the belief network experiment) is usedj here, each component of the unified program works
on the same parameter set, and the combining strategy pools the results together. Samples
returned by the components are guaranteed to be independent across components through
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proper use of random number seeds. As in the belief network experiment, the combining
strategy increases the overheads incurred by unified program execution, thereby decreasing
speedups. However, in both cases, speedups for this experiment are positive.
5 Conclusion
From our experiences with unification on the Alliant FXj8 and the CRAY Y-MP, we are
certain that program unification exhibits significant potential for obtaining speedup, and
increased MFLOP and utilization ratings Oil vector multiprocessors. However, OUT exper-
iments have been limited to applications in the simulation domain, and to code that is a
few hundred lines long. In addition, unified code is generated manually, with painstaking
attention to how loops are combined and how random numbers are used across components.
Our current work involves experiments with larger applications on the CRAY Y-MP
vector multiprocessor, and the MasPar and eM SIMD multiprocessors. In the course of
this work, we plan to automate (at least partly) the unification process, so that we may
experiment with larger pieces of simulation code. It is our belief that the unification idea is
still in its infancy as far as OlU understanding of its performance goes; there is much scope
for experimentation with various levels of program unification.
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